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Abstract—This study applied the Gaussian trajectory 

transfer-coefficient model (GTx) to simulate the particulate matter 
concentrations and the source apportionments at Nanzih Air Quality 
Monitoring Station in southern Taiwan from November 2007 to 
February 2008. The correlation coefficient between the observed and 
the calculated daily PM10 concentrations is 0.5 and the absolute bias of 
the PM10 concentrations is 24%. The simulated PM10 concentrations 
matched well with the observed data. Although the emission rate of 
PM10 was dominated by area sources (58%), the results of source 
apportionments indicated that the primary sources for PM10 at Nanzih 
Station were point sources (42%), area sources (20%) and then upwind 
boundary concentration (14%). The obvious difference of PM10 source 
apportionment between episode and non-episode days was upwind 
boundary concentrations which contributed to 20% and 11% PM10 
sources, respectively. The gas-particle conversion of secondary 
aerosol and long range transport played crucial roles on the PM10 
contribution to a receptor. 
 

Keywords—back trajectory model, particulate matter, source 
apportionment 

I. INTRODUCTION 
IRBORNE particulate matter and gas pollutants have much 
effect on adverse human health, visibility degradation [1], 

[2] and global climate change [3], [4]. There are 72 air quality 
monitoring stations (AQMSs), including 57 ambient, 4 
industrial, 5 traffic, 2 national park and 4 background air 
quality monitoring sites, measuring hourly the concentrations 
of sulfur dioxide, nitrite oxides, carbon monoxide, ozone, PM10 
(particulate matter aero diameter less than 10 micro meters) and 
volatile organic compounds in Taiwan. By analyzing the 
observed data of the AQMSs, the high ozone and PM10 
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concentrations have long been severe air pollution issues in 
Taiwan. Particularly, high PM10 episodes often occurred in 
winter in southern Taiwan. To develop strategies to control 
environmental pollutants, it is important to understand which 
emission sources contribute to the elevated daily PM10 levels 
[5]. 

The purpose of this study is using a developed air quality 
model to estimate the source contribution to Nanzih AQMS and 
compare the source apportionment during PM10 episode days 
with that during PM10 non-episode days from November 2007 
to February 2008. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Air Quality Trajectory Model 
The Gaussian trajectory transfer-coefficient model, GTx 

model, is adopted to analyze the 4-month PM10 data at an urban 
site (Nanzih, Kaohsiung, Taiwan) to estimate the source 
apportionment of PM10. The model describes the advection of 
the air parcel from a source downwind along a trajectory or 
from a receptor upwind along a back trajectory. The model uses 
the Gaussian plume equation to account for dry deposition, 
scavenging, upwind background pollutant transport and 
subsidence of pollutants from the top plenary boundary layer 
[6], [7]. The effects of the formation of secondary sulfate 
aerosol and nitrate aerosol from the oxidations of gaseous SO2 
and NOx emissions are also considered. For a steady-state 
Gaussian plume, the hourly contributed concentration Cc 
(μg/m3) at a travel time t (s) and at a crosswind distance y (m) 
from an elevated point source with an emission rate of qc (μg/s) 
of a primary pollutant c, such as primary aerosol, SO2 or NOx, 
is given as [8]: 
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here us is the effective stack height wind speed (m/s), σy and σz 
are horizontal and vertical dispersion parameters (m), 
respectively, Fc is the mass fraction of material c remaining in 
the plume after a travel time of t, and V(t,z) is the vertical 
distribution fraction with respect to the plume center line. The 
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GTx model was tested and applied to estimate the 
source-receptor relationships at several locations [9]-[11]. 

B. Emission Inventory 
The emission inventory used in this study is the Taiwan 

Emissions Database (TEDS), assembled by CTCI Corporation 
[12]. The database includes various point, line and area sources. 
Point sources with their emission factors and activity intensities 
are recorded individually. There are 9 categories for line 
sources and 121 categories for area sources. 

Table I shows the emission inventory in the region of 30 
km×30 km centered at Nanzih AQMS. It shows that SO2 and 
NOx were dominated by point sources in the region of 30 
km×30 km. Especially, up to 94% of SO2 emissions were from 
point sources. Most NOx was emitted from elevated sources 
(67%) and then ground (line and area) sources (34%). The 
gas-particle conversion mechanisms of secondary aerosols 
from gaseous SO2 and NOx could contribute considerably to 
PM10. 

In addition, PM10 was mostly dominated by area sources 
(58%), then point sources (29%) and line sources (13%). The 
distribution of primary PM10 emission rate and location of the 
Nanzih station are shown in Fig. 1.  

 
 

TABLE I 
EMISSIONS INVENTORY IN THE REGION OF 30 KM × 30 KM CENTERED AT 

NANZIH STATION 

Source Emission rate (ton/year) 

 PM10 SO2 NOx 

point 6095 (28.9%) 34772 (94.4%) 40295 (67.3%) 

line 2768 (13.1%) 340 ( 1.0%) 15379 (25.7%) 

area 12251(58.0%) 1707 ( 4.6%) 4224 ( 7.0%) 

 
 

C. Meteorological Data and Trajectory Line 
Hourly surface wind data were obtained from Central 

Weather Bureau (CWB/Taiwan) and Environmental Protection 
Administration (EPA/Taiwan). 3-D back trajectories for 48 
hours of transport arriving at the receptor site at 50m above 
ground level were computed from wind field data interpolated 
from surface meteorological stations and adjusted to the 
trajectory height according to a power-law profile. The 
temporal resolution of the observed wind data was 1 hour and 
the spatial resolution was about 10 km. Since the temporal and 
the spatial resolutions of the wind data were dense, the 
uncertainty of the derived trajectories was reduced [13], [14]. 
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Fig. 1 The location of the receptor Nanzih Station (red circle), and 
the distribution of PM10 emission rate (shaded area) in southern 

Taiwan. 
 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A.  Daily PM10 Simulation Result  
The simulated and observed concentrations of PM10 are 

shown in Fig. 2. Some daily data are not displayed due to the 
malfunction of PM10 monitoring instruments or less than 16 
hourly observed concentrations available in a day in the period. 
The correlation coefficient and absolute bias are calculated as 
the performance of the GTx model. The absolute bias is defined 
as: 
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Where pC  is the calculated mean concentration and oC  is the 
observed mean concentration. Fig. 2 (a) is the time series plot 
for daily calculated and observed PM10 concentrations. There 
are 119 daily PM10 concentrations available from November 
2007 to February 2008. The absolute bias of the PM10 
concentrations for Nanzih Station receptor is 24%, and that the 
correlation coefficient (r) is 0.50. Fig. 2 (b) shows the observed 
versus calculated PM10 data. The dash lines indicate the 
calculated PM10 concentrations within the range of 50% 
underestimated or overestimated observed data. Only 11% of 
the absolute biases of calculated PM10 were greater than 50%. 
The simulated PM10 data matches well with the observed data at 
the receptor. 
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Fig. 2 Observed and calculated PM10 daily concentrations at Nanzih Station in Taiwan from November 2007 to February 2008. 

(a) time series, (b) observed versus calculated data 
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Fig. 3 PM10 source apportionment at Nanzih Station. 
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Fig. 4 A comparison of PM10 source apportionment between PM10 episode days and non-episode days at Nanzih Station. 
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B. Source Apportionment 
At Nanzih Station, point sources were the largest PM10 

contribution sources whereas they were only the secondary 
largest primary PM10 emission sources. Fig. 3 shows that the 
major sources of PM10 at Nanzih were point sources (42%), 
which emitted 29% of PM10 within the 30 km×30km region; 
area sources (20%), which emitted 58% of PM10 within the 30 
km×30km region; and upwind boundary concentration (14%). 
It is evident that point sources contributed the largest fractions 
of PM10 to many of the primary PM10 emissions as well as 
SOx/NOx-converted aerosol. 

We define that the PM10 episode day occurred if the daily 
observed PM10 concentration is over 130 μg/m3. There were 31 
PM10 episode days and 88 PM10 non-episode days at Nanzih 
Station from November 2007 to February 2008. The 
differences between PM10 source apportionment on episode 
days and that on non-episode days are shown in Fig. 4. The 
obvious difference was on the upwind boundary concentrations 
which contributed 20.4% PM10 sources on episode days and 
increased 9.4%, compared with that on non-episode days. The 
gas-particle conversion of secondary aerosol and long range 
transport seemed to have great influence on the downwind 
PM10 concentrations. The PM10 contributed fractions of the line 
and area sources were almost unchanged whether on episode 
and non-episode days. In addition, the source apportionments 
of the point sources and subsidence from top boundary 
decreased to 38.4% and 9.2% on PM10 episode days. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this study, the air quality trajectory model, GTx model, is 

adopted to analyze the 4-month PM10 data at an urban AQMS 
site to estimate the source apportionments and to compare the 
differences between PM10 on episode days and PM10 on 
non-episode days from November 2007 to February 2008. The 
correlation coefficient for the calculated and the observed PM10 
concentrations is 0.50 and the absolute bias is 24%. Only 11% 
of the absolute biases of the calculated PM10 were greater than 
50%. The simulated PM10 data matches well with the observed 
data at the receptor. Nevertheless, the GTx model used the 
simple first-order reaction rates for SOx/NOx gas-particle 
conversion mechanism. The complex photochemistry and 
aerosol physics and chemistry need to be improved. 

In addition, The results of PM10 source apportionments at 
Nanzih station show that the major PM10 contribution sources 
are point sources (42%), area sources (20%), and then upwind 
boundary concentration (14%). The model results can offer the 
estimation for the strategy of the air quality abatement. 

Finally, there were 31 PM10 episode days (daily PM10 
concentration over 130 μg/m3) and 88 PM10 non-episode days 
at Nanzih Station from November 2007 to February 2008. The 
obvious difference between PM10 source apportionment on 
episode days and that on non-episode days was on the upwind 
boundary concentrations which contributed 20.4% PM10 
sources on episode days and increased 9.4%, compared with 
that on non-episode days. The gas-particle conversion of 

secondary aerosol and long range transport of pollution are 
major contributors to downwind PM10 concentrations.  
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